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Abstract I investigate the relationship between adaptation, as defined in evolu-

tionary theory through natural selection, and the concept of emergence. I argue that

there is an essential correlation between the former, and ‘‘emergence’’ defined in the

field of algorithmic simulations. I first show that the computational concept of

emergence (in terms of incompressible simulation) can be correlated with a causal

criterion of emergence (in terms of the specificity of the explanation of global pat-

terns). On this ground, I argue that emergence in general involves some sort of

selective processes. Finally, I show that a second criterion, concerning novel

explanatory regularities following the emergence of a pattern, captures the robustness

of emergence displayed by some cases of emergence (according to the first criterion).

Emergent processes fulfilling both criteria are therefore exemplified in evolutionary

biology by some so-called ‘‘innovations’’, and mostly by the new units of fitness or

new kinds of adaptations (like sexual reproduction, multicellular organisms, cells,

societies) sometimes called ‘‘major transitions in evolution’’, that recent research

programs (Maynard-Smith and Szathmary 1995; Michod 1999) aims at explaining.

Keywords Causation � Emergence � Adaptation � Evolutionary transitions �
Cellular automata � Macrostates � Robustness

This article addresses the conceptual relationships between two key concepts in

the fields of complex systems sciences and biology, namely emergence and

adaptation. It will argue for a manifestly strong link between them, evidenced by

the fact that they often go hand in hand: biologists talk of emergence of new

adaptations, or emergence of new kinds of adaptation as new fitness units (for

example the emergence of multicellularity (Michod 1999, 2005; Leigh 1999))
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while researchers in complex systems say that emergent patterns are adapted (for

example, genetic algorithms are build to show the emergence of the optimized, i.e.

fittest or best adapted, solutions to a problem (Hillis 1998; Holland 1998)). Is this

co-occurrence a mere manner of speaking, or does it cover a deeper entanglement

between those two concepts? This question will lead to an exploration of the

interplay between Darwinian biology and formal sciences of complex systems.

The existence of such an interplay is quite obvious since, for instance, genetic

algorithms use a wholly biological vocabulary, namely fitness, mutation, crossing

over, etc.; but the mere acknowledgement of there being an affinity between those

two fields is not yet an enquiry into why there is such an interplay. The present

article will address this issue, in order to ask whether and why one can talk about

emergence in biology.

More precisely, its underlying premise goes like this: biologists speak of ‘‘key

innovations’’, for example avian flight, the bony skeleton of vertebrates, large brain

of hominoids, sex or the insect pollination system of angiosperms. These key

innovations are so labelled because, besides involving a qualitative—often

morphological—difference (like any innovation), they open new adaptive possibil-

ities (for example, wings opened an adaptive radiation in aerian environment) and

often become the origin of a novel phylogenetic pattern. One must notice that the

features of key innovations match the features that most of the literature supposes

proper to emergent properties (if any): unpredictability (of macroevolutionary

effects) before the innovation, and novelty (in the sense of the novel causal role of

the key innovation in phylogeny) (Klee 1984; Silberstein 2002; O’Connor 1994;

Crane 2001; Chalmers 2006; Kim 1999; Seager 2005; Humphreys 1997).1 To this

extent, Müller (2002) conceives of key innovations as emergent phenomena. Now,

the steps that constitute emergence of ‘‘new fitness units’’, according to Michod

(1999), or that are ‘‘evolutionary transitions’’ (Maynard-Smith and Szathmary

1995): cells, eukaryotes, multicellularity, sex, sequestration of the germ line,

colonies of individuals, etc., are main exemplars of another kind of key innovations.

Their series defines the biological hierarchies as such.

There is an open biological question about the status of (key) innovations: are

they like other kinds of adaptations, which, somehow by chance are very

successful, but play as such no causal role in patterns of diversification—in which

case the concept might be spurious (Cracraft (2000))? Or do they have some

1 What is properly unpredictable? Maybe not the feature itself (large brains in individuals, for example,

came according to the laws of chemistry and physics implemented in molecular biology), but somehow

the success it met, which generated new patterns of evolution and diversity. So the most manifest aspect

of this unpredictability is that the phylogenetic pattern after a key innovation displays a global shape that

is not predictable from its previous course—even if each of the consequences (new species, etc.) could be

predictable locally according to a fine-grained knowledge of how selection acts in the various

environments. Moreover, not every key innovation is an ‘‘evolutionary step’’, since most of them are,

albeit widely spread among several phyla, not generalized to all the following lineages in the same way

than eukaryotes, sex, etc. are. But, before having a rigorous concept of emergence, there is no sense in

choosing one series of examples instead of another as paradigm of emergence—we would rather address

this issue after having made sense of emergence as such.
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special common causal property that accounts for their success compared to other

adaptations, and that explains their difference from ordinary modifications in

regard to shape and size (Müller 2000, Müller and Wagner 1991)? In this case,

like Müller (2002) and Müller and Wagner (1991), one would indeed be entitled

to talk in terms of emergence about the occurrence of those innovations. Such a

question should therefore benefit from an enquiry about what it (formally) means

to be emergent and what the links between emergence and adaptation are.

However, whereas adaptation is a proper concept (though passionately disputed)

of evolutionary biology, ‘‘emergence’’ is not an uncontroversial concept and has

no consensual technical meaning; moreover, the anti-physicalist positions of old

British emergentism,2 when it comes to life, make its tenets unacceptable for

modern philosophy of science. If we want to make sense of emergence in the field

of life sciences and illuminate its connection to adaptation, we should first

consider emergence independently of biology, in order to define the concept.

Altenberg and Wagner (1996) overtly addressed the issue of biological innova-

tions through a parallel with evolutionary computation (genetic algorithms etc.),

and with the findings concerning emergent patterns in this field. Algorithmic

simulations and complexity science, since they use essentially formal methods,

actually provide the opportunity to address emergence in more formal, hence more

rigorous, terms.3 Now, if we can provide a rigorous formal concept of emergence

in the field of computer simulations, and find reasons why emergence so defined

might be related to adaptation, then we will be likely to question what is at stake

with key innovations, and moreover, whether there is something like emergence

occurring in biology and why.4

After recalling the cleavage between several uses of emergence relative to

adaptation in complex sciences and in biology, I examine the criteria of emergence.

I show that there are two main varieties of criteria, computational and causal. Then I

question the articulation between those computational and causal emergences and

show that both involve a sort of selection process in action. To this extent, the

concept of emergence involves some kinds of adaptation. I will finally show that the

causal criterion helps to define a supplementary criterion, of the robustness of the

emergent, which can make sense of what we call ‘‘emergence’’ both in computer

simulations of complex systems and in some research programs of evolutionary

biology such as the investigation of evolutionary transitions. This last move will

show that the several criteria of emergence defined in terms of algorithmic

simulations are relevant when it comes to understand adaptation in general and

emergence of new kinds of adaptation in life sciences.

2 On this point see Mc Laughlin (1992, 1995, 1997).
3 For a general approach of the new issues raised by the use of computer simulations in various sciences,

see Humphreys (2004). For philosophical accounts of artificial life precisely, see Sober (1992), Lange

(1996), Maynard Smith (1996).
4 Korn (2005) attempts to make sense of emergence in biology by privileging the concept of information

and the consideration of biological hierarchy. The present article approaches the problem differently since

it first addresses emergence as a somehow formal concept in formal sciences. One should expect that the

two approaches yield the same identifications of what is emergent in biology. This question is left open.
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Biology, Complexity Sciences and Adaptation

Suppose that we are designing a genetic algorithm (GA) in order to find out the

solution of a sorting problem. The algorithm will evolve the solution; as a matter of

fact, the final program will be the most adapted. Now, if we reconstitute a

paleontological sequence of fossils, some might say that we understand the

evolution of forms, and that Equus is more adapted than Hipparion, and therefore

than Mérychippus, from which it radiated later (Simpson 1949). Could we say that

(better) adapted forms emerge in these two cases, in the sense that in both of them a

more and more perfect solution for a specific problem (sorting problem,

environmental demand) has been evolved?

The immediate answer is ‘‘no’’, because the unique uses of these words cannot be

grasped in this manner—first of all because hippies is not adapted to the same

environment to which equus was adapted. On the other hand, genetic algorithms are

certainly designed to evolve the best adapted solution. For instance in the so-called

evolutionary computation, according to Crutchfield and Mitchell’s results (1993), if

we use a GA to find the best adapted CA to lead to a final state, we are entitled to say

that adaptation ‘‘emerges’’ here.5 Yet in some of the last advances in biology

mentioned above, the situation is quite different than our first case. Richard Michod

calls ‘‘emergence’’ (1999, 2005) not the continuous process of adaptation undergone

by some entities, but the appearance of a new level of adaptation constituted on the

basis of the previous entities through a trade-off between decrease of fitness of these

entities and increasing fitness of the new, higher-level, entities, conceived of as

collections of low-level entities. The so-called ‘‘evolutionary transitions’’ described

by Szathmary and Maynard Smith (1995) are in the same way irreducible to a

continuous adaptive evolution. More generally, writing from the point of view of evo-

devo and its challenges to orthodox neo-Darwinism, Müller and Newman (2005)

acknowledge a difference concerning ‘‘innovation’’ in general, and ‘‘adaptation’’: the

latter requires accounts by natural selection whereas the former, while involving

selection too, requires more intertwined and complex explanations, heavily relying

on developmental patterns.6 Finally, in simulations like genetic algorithms we have

5 The lexicon of emergence is widespread in studies of complexity and artificial life—wherever people

deal with simulations. For example, in a paper about the Evoloop (first initiated by Langton 1989), the

authors write: ‘‘Evoloop mutate through direct interaction (collision) of their sheath structure, leading to a

change in the gene sequence of offspring loops. This results in a uniquely emergent process of evolution,

one which has been considered to generally favour small-sized loops due to their robustness and high

replication rate’’ (Salzberg et al. 2003). Rasmussen et al. (2002) define their own project in these terms:

‘‘We discuss the detailed process of micellation using the three dimensional molecular dynamics lattice

gas. Finally from these examples we can infer principles about formal dynamical hierarchies. We present

an ansatz for how to generate robust, higher order emergent properties [my emphasis] in formal

dynamical systems that is based on a conjecture of necessary minimal complexity within the fundamental

interacting structures once a particular simulation framework is chosen’’. Füchslin and Mc Caskill (2001)

address the ‘‘process of emergence’’ (9198) of a genetic code by accounting in their simulation for the

evolution of a code and its stabilization.
6 ‘‘To make a distinction between adaptation and novelty implies that novelties represent a class of

phenotypic change that differs from adaptive variation and hence constitutes a separate evolutionary

problem in the same way that speciation is an evolutionary problem that is distinct from adaptation (…).

Two possibilities can justify a distinction between adaptation and novelty: (1) the mechanisms involved
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continuous evolution of more and more adapted patterns, and this might count as

emergence in the ordinary talk about those phenomena; yet in biology, the most

interesting cases of putative emergence display discontinuity in evolution.

It seems that, to this regard, we can not equate adaptive emergence in complex

systems with genuine emergence in evolutionary biology. But this discrepancy

might be compensated for if we consider more precisely some cases of genetic

algorithms. In effect, I will argue now that the advances in the field have been

essentially made by conceiving features able to fill the present gap between simple

adaptation and what we could call ‘‘emergence of adaptability’’, which is less

continuous.7

The initial genetic algorithms defined a fitness function according to which

selection leads a population to a pre-defined optimum. The evaluation function is

fixed, and so are the actions of which the initial ‘‘building blocks’’ (Holland 1995)

are capable. Notice that, when modelling life, nothing in the nature of these

building blocks binds them to any level in the elementary components of the

living realm: it could be cells but also genes (1999), animals (Reynolds 1987),

species (Mc Shea 1994, 2001), etc. For this reason computer simulations in terms

of CAs or GAs can model alternatively the behaviour of organisms (Reynolds’

flocking boids, Todd and Miller (1995) on sexual dimorphism regarding

behaviour, Maron (2004) on industrial melanism), the constitution of organismal-

ity through complex multicellular colonies and of complex traits (think of

Conway’s Game of Life), and the phylogenetic patterns (Mc Shea 2001, 2005;

Chu and Adami 1999; Maley 2004 on diversification).8 One main problem in

Genetic Algorithms here is one of ‘‘premature convergence’’, namely, the

possibility that a local optimum of the fitness function is reached too quickly by

the population, which will then stay there and won’t reach the real, i.e. global,
maximum. Strategies of renormalization (scaling, windowing, etc.) have been

elaborated, but they don’t address the main concern, which is that such an

emergence process seems too constrained. The situation here is the one addressed

by Sewall Wright’s Shifting Balance Hypothesis in population genetics: once you

have represented the adaptive landscape for a population, you see that this

population may be trapped on a local fitness peak, so that natural selection will

drive the population up to this peak and, in so doing, will take it away from a

Footnote 6 continued

in the generation of novelty may be different from those underlying variation and adaptation, and (2) the

consequences of novelties could influence the dynamics of phenotypic evolution in a way that differs

from variational change’’ (Müller and Newman (2005), p. 488).
7 The issue of ‘‘emergence of adaptability’’ is very close to the ‘‘emergence of evolvability’’, as opposed

to evolution; Wagner and Altenberg (1996) forged this term in order to focus of the question of

variability—rather than variation, which fuels the ordinary population genetics of adaptation—through

considerations akin to evolutionary computation.
8 In the last case, some simulations simulate only a pattern of evolution, with no hypothesis concerning

the process of evolution—this is the case of the simulations used to corroborate the punctuated equilibria
pattern in macroevolution, or Mc Shea’s diffusion model of increasing complexity (2005).
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higher fitness peak. Adaptive evolution is not necessarily driving individuals to

their highest mean fitness9 (Fig. 1).

Channon and Damper (1998, 2000) termed ‘‘artificial selection driven’’ the

systems where an evaluation of the fitness function can be fixed in advance, and

‘‘natural selection driven’’ the systems where one cannot make a finite specification

of what it is to be fit. Note that this second case is what occurs in natural

ecosystems, where the same fitness value could be realized by (for example) either a

high race speed or a perspicuous sense of sight—so their labels ‘‘natural vs. artificial

selection’’ are not simply metaphorical. Then they argue reasonably that ‘‘anything

that emerges during evolution (in the evolutionary emergence sense) must result

from another aspect of selection, which in turn must arise from the inner dynamics

of the system’’. In other words, there is no emergence without (what they call in this

context) ‘‘natural selection’’, because the feature of novelty proper to emergence

requires that the form of the emerging device was not fixed in advance by the fitness

function but stems from the dynamics of the system itself.

Some systems, in simulations, are designed to undertake Channon’s ‘‘natural

selection’’. Ray’s Tierra (1992) and Hillis’s coevolution (1998) are well-known

examples. For instance, Hillis improved an optimizing GA for sorting networks by

creating another population, anti-networks, namely ‘‘sorting problems’’. Those

problems are intending to minimize the fitness of the sorting networks; hence the

Fig. 1 Fitness landscape, with global and local optima

9 For this reason, Wright (1932) forged the Shifting Balance Theory which states that, in order for a

population to reach the highest fitness peak, it has to be driven down by genetic drift, in the next valley in

order to be able to climb up a higher peak. Small size of populations and eventual spreading of

innovations after the new climbing are the correlates of this theory. See Coyne et al. (1997) for a current

perspective on the SB theory. Gavrilets (2003) challenged the intuitive truth of the Shifting Balance

Theory, arguing that the role we attribute to drift in allowing a descent of a valley is an effect of the 3-

dimensional character of the usual picture, whereas real fitness landscapes have a lot more than 3

dimensions, because there are a lot more than 2 alleles to model. And in those realistic cases, the topology

of multidimensional fitness landscapes allows ‘‘tunnels’’ of stable fitness that imply communications

between several peaks with no need of decreasing fitness.
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fitness function itself evolves according to the arising of sorting problems. A

dynamical coevolution analogous or identical to host-parasite coevolution occurs.

Here, the fitness function is not determined in advance; and we see that a population

can evolve new features, analogous to the new levels of fitness in biology, which

can be conceived of as new classes of entities and which behave in a specific

manner in the simulation. In his framework Ray has found in his population of

programs arising ‘‘parasites’’, ‘‘hosts’’, ‘‘hyper parasites’’ and so on. Ecological

adaptations were occurring, as they also occurred in Holland’s Echo model (Holland

1995; Forrest 1996), allowing researchers to model phenomena corresponding to

coevolution, or predation. More precisely, the idea is that some classes of entities

are spontaneously and regularly emerging, proving themselves more or less adapted

(Forrest and Jones 1994). In Echo this is obvious since selection is, by definition,

continually shaping the agents.10

Yet this emergence process reaches some limits. Channon (Channon and Damper

2000) designed a system called Geb, able to perform the emergence of innovations.

Nevertheless, he recognizes that a limit of such simulations is that ‘‘specifying the

available actions constrains organisms around these actions and so limits

evolution’’. So even if the fitness function is left open, the class of actions of

which building blocks are capable remains finite.11 It seems that the parallels

between computer simulations and biological evolution meet here a limit (at least

for the moment). However, if we could define within the framework of complexity

sciences a precise concept of emergence, then the intuitive biological meaning of

‘‘emergence’’ could be illuminated, and finally we could determine the possibility of

a conceptual relationship between emergence and adaptation.

Hence we shall turn to the disambiguation of the concept of emergence: namely,

what do we mean when we talk, meaningfully, of something emerging? The question

here is about determining the available criteria that enable us to decide whether some

property or pattern is emergent—first of all, in algorithms and computer simulations.

The Criteria of Emergence

Incompressibility: Weak and Strong, Epistemological and Ontological

We often mean by emergence the intuitive idea of unpredictability, irreducibility

and novelty relatively to some basic entities, properties and their laws (Klee 1984;

Silberstein 2002; O’Connor 1994; Crane 2001; Chalmers 2006; Seager 2005;

Humphreys 1997). How to characterize precisely this irreducibility? According to

Paul Hovda and Mark Bedau (this volume), we can approach emergence from the

10 On this difference between fixed and open fitness function, see Taylor (2001). Taylor is very

concerned with the limits to creating open-ended evolution in algorithmic artificial systems, and to this

respect this difference proves essential, together with the difference—not emphasized here—between

embedded coding and manifest coding (like in CAs). Sayama et al. (2003), also surveying the possibility

of open-ended evolution and increase of complexity, highlight the impact of this difference.
11 This might in the end prove to be the main difference between simulations and the biosphere. See

Bedau et al. (1998) and Huneman (forthcoming) on this issue.
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side of ‘‘measure’’ or ‘‘computation’’. Diachronic emergence (see Stephan 1999;

Bedau 1997, 1998, 2003, and see introduction of this issue) occurs in time, be it

discrete or continuous. One simple idea is the following: a phenomenon is said to

emerge if the number of steps in running the quickest algorithm to obtain it is

roughly the same (or bigger) than the number of steps in the actual simulation

process.12 So incompressibility of the simulation process is a criterion of this

emergence, or what Bedau calls ‘‘weak emergence’’ (1997, 2003, this volume).

Three remarks. First, notice that the intuitive idea of unpredictability here is

modified. The pictured genetic algorithm has an emerging solution—even if it is

predictable, to the extent that we designed it to reach its final state (Fig. 2).

So the final state might be predictable, but the unfolding of the process that leads

to it remains unpredictable. We should speak of a pathway-unpredictability rather

than an outcome-unpredictability. Hence, a precise concept of emergence may

require us to transform the three intuitive features of emergence: unpredictability,

irreducibility and novelty. We keep novelty, irreducibility is illuminated through the

incompressibility criterion, and unpredictability is turned into pathway-unpredict-

ability13 (at least when we talk about genetic algorithms).

Second. We thereby have a descriptive criterion of emergence, which leaves

open the question of what is emerging. In a paper on supervenience, Mc

Laughlin (1992) argued that it cannot be decided whether properties, events,

laws, state of affairs, etc., have to be called supervenient primo sensu. It seems

Fig. 2 A GA and its predictable outcome

12 Measures of complexity are numerous, as we know, and Adami (2002) gave a complete survey of the

question applied to biology, arguing for the impossibility of a general trend towards complexity because

the relevant complexity measure has to be an information measure in the niche of the organism.
13 For another way of weakening the traditional requisites of emergence see Batterman (2002), Chap. 8.
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to me that the same case holds for emergence, apprehended through the

incompressibility criterion.14

Third. The process whose outcome is the pattern or property known as emergent

is such that we can’t calculate its outcome in a shorter way; moreover, this outcome

in theory can’t be computed in any manner no matter our cognitive abilities. An

easy objection, that the attempts of modifying this criterion such as Bedau’s (this

volume) try to counter, is that one can always argue that our cognitive abilities now
are such that no compressible algorithm is available, but in the future, or with

infinite cognitive abilities, such algorithm will exist. A general way of answering

this objection is to argue that emergence is not an epistemic property—depending

upon our ways of reaching reality—but a conceptual one. Epistemic properties are

somehow subjective, conceptual ones are not, or not directly (you should prove a

quite difficult empiricist claim in philosophy of mathematics to say so). The

simplest example of conceptual non-epistemic property would be Abel-Ruffini

theorem: because of results about groups from Galois’s theory there is no general

solution in terms of radicals for polynomial equations of degree above 5—no matter

the cognitive abilities of mathematicians. So the fact that something is emergent in a

simulation would be, exactly in the same manner, a perfectly objective fact, albeit a

conceptual one like in mathematics.15 The distinction between incompressible

sequences—hence, emergent outcomes—and compressible ones, would in this

sense not be cognition-dependent.16

Silberstein and Mc Greever (1995) and Silberstein (2002) distinguished in a

classical way between epistemological and ontological emergence: the former

concerns irreducibility of higher level laws or theories to lower level ones, and the

second concerns novel causal power. In this sense, our formal criterion of emergence

would capture ‘‘epistemological’’ emergence (since it makes sense of irreducibility

but not of novelty, in the sense of novel causal powers) whereas an ‘‘ontological’’

emergence could capture this aspect of causal novelty.17 A difference of the same

kind would hold between ‘‘weak emergence’’ and ‘‘strong emergence’’ in the sense of

Bedau (1997). I am highlighting that our criterion of emergence, whether ‘‘just

epistemological’’ or not, is in any case objective. However, a consequence of what

follows will be that the distinction between so-called ontological and epistemological

senses of emergence is not as clear cut as it is suggested to be.

14 Nevertheless, other kinds of reason may compel us to talk about emergent processes in the first

place—or so I argue in Huneman (2009).
15 Speaking of ‘‘calculi of emergence’’, Crutchfield (2002) claims, like Wolfram (1984), that each natural

process can be thought as a machine computing the outcome, so that various classes of machines reveal

classes of natural processes: the true definition of emergence would therefore be given by Wolfram’s

class III and IV cellular automata.
16 I provide an argument to the objectivity of computational emergence in this sense, resting on results by

Buss et al. (1991), in a paper presented at the PSA meeting in 2006 (Huneman 2009).
17 In the same sense, Kauffmann (1993) argued that systems like hydrophilic and hydrophobic lipids that

assemble themselves into a kind of cell are instances of ontological emergence since the ‘‘cell’’ acts as a

whole in a novel way (compared to the previous actions of the molecules).
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Is Measurement Criterion Enough?

Authors like Pattee (1989), Crutchfield (1994) or Bedau (1997) converge on the

measurement-interpretation of emergence involved in the computational criteria

formulated above. The point of talking about measures18 is that emergence involves

a new kind of measurement, so that the emerging entity becomes itself its own

measurement rule.19 The discontinuity of emergence, intuitively felt when thinking

about phase transition or other classical examples, has to be conceived as the

objective occurrence of a new measurement. Taking an example in real life: we

cannot analyse a traffic jam with the same measure units (speed, etc.) as regular

traffic. (However, it is not obvious how the incompressibility criterion could fully

elucidate the new measurement rules that occur.) When Michod (1999) points out

emergence of new units of fitness, this surely involves the fact that new

measurement is created; the fitness of genes in a genome is not measured in the

same way as the fitness of cells. This difference has been recently conceptualized by

biologists in terms of types of ‘‘multilevel selection’’ or MLS (Damuth and Heisler

1988): in MLS 1, fitness is measured by the number of offspring of the low-level

units as included in the wholes, whereas MLS 2 is measured in terms of offspring of

those wholes as new wholes; transition thereby means switching from MLS 1 to

MLS 2 (Michod 2005; Okasha 2006). But one must consider that at the same time, a

new type of causation is thus ensured—think of the first replicating macromole-

cules, and the difference occurring with the emergence of genes, whose fitness is

indirectly evaluated through their phenotypes (and not directly through their

molecular interactions). With the emergence of genes and genomes, the relevant

causal relations become indeed more sophisticated and indirect. As Maynard-Smith

and Szathmary (1995) wrote concerning evolutionary transitions, ‘‘Entities that

were capable of independent replication before the transition can replicate only as

parts of a larger whole after it’’. In another example, sexual reproduction as a major

evolutionary transition entails a new way of transmitting genes, which more or less

corresponds to Mendel’s laws.

In this sense, assuming that we have got with measurement (incompressibility) a

criterion for objective emergence, we nonetheless will have to consider another
dimension of emergence than measurement to account for the whole meaning of the

term and the set of features it refers to. This results from a worry one could have

about weak emergence, because it is defined on the basis on considerations about

computer simulations: one could therefore worry about the merely formal character

of such concept, which would imply an impossibility to use it in the case of real

world situations.

Here is a reason why emergence criteria should also have a causal dimension, if

we want to somehow match the intuitive idea of emergence that guides our

application of the word in common day talk. Any emerging item or phenomenon, if

18 For example Pattee (1989) says that ‘‘the most important type of emergence’’ is ‘‘measurement itself’’.
19 Following, Wimsatt (1997, 2007), this is strictly entailed by the contrast between aggregative and

emergent properties: if aggregativity fails when it comes to emergent properties, then the possibility of

measure ensured by linearity and homogeneity of aggregative properties is no more guaranteed, and

another kind of measure comes into play.
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it is proved emergent, has to be robust. That is, a slight perturbation of the context

can not disturb the emerging item or cancel it.20 Robustness implies that any

emerging entity X has a kind of causal power, because it creates a difference

between two perturbations (=‘‘if there were no X as emergent pattern two

perturbations a and b would have two different results a0 and b0, whereas with X, a
and b have the same null outcome’’—hence this displays the counterfactual

dependence named causality). Yet, even in the context of algorithmic simulations,

where we forged the measurement criterion, this is also essential, because, if an

emergent pattern (in the sense of weak emergence: incompressibly computable)

remains half a second in a simulation and disappears, or if (which is related) any

perturbation on the screen dissolves it, we are reluctant to talk about emergence of

something.21 Hence, the emergent item as such has a kind of causal relevance that

we have to characterize.22 Paul Humphreys (this volume) investigates the conditions

of stability of patterns identified as emergent, a stability or robustness which is not

entailed by the mere computational criterion of emergence. I will now consider the

causal aspect of emergence.

Dual Causal Criterion

Usually, people refer to causation in order to show that that which is captured by

measurement approaches has no relevance for the issue of ontological emergence,

or emergence in the world. For example, Silberstein and Mc Greever (1995) report

this argument about attractors as emergent properties in chaos theory: ‘‘the standard

interpretation of ‘chaos theory’ is that it shows us the ‘mechanisms’ responsible for

unstable behaviour, but these are not causal processes—chaos theory gives us the

‘geometry of behaviour’ (…) Nor is chaos theory thought to provide new laws of

nature, but merely patterns of behaviour for certain classes of systems. (…)

dynamical system theory seems to explain the behaviour of a system merely by

describing it’’. Exactly the same line of argument allows one to object to

vindications of emergence in simulations, such as Holland’s claims about rule-

directed formal automata giving rise to emerging patterns.23 The argument is that

nothing about the classification of processes and the characterization of patterns

relies on causal considerations. Corning (1999) writes: ‘‘Consider Holland’s chess

analogy. Rules or laws have no causal efficacy; they do not in fact ‘generate

anything’. They serve merely to describe regularities and consistent relationships in

nature. These patterns may be very illuminating and important, but the underlying

causal agencies must be separately specified (though often they are not)’’.

20 On the basis of this requisite, Rueger (2001) grounded his theory of emergence as robust

supervenience—deprived of the clause of individual stability of the phenomenon.
21 This requisite is also formulated by Gilbert (2002) in the context of his finessing of Schelling’s model

of segregation and clustering (the clusters have to be robust with respect to replacements of agents).
22 Note that Crutchfield and Hanson (1993), when they define a vocabulary to talk about what happens in

some simulations (emergent computations in this case, e.g. GA for getting the best CA applied to a given

problem), seem to undertake the same search for a causal perspective on criteria of emergence in

simulations. I try to give reasons why this is indeed a causal story.
23 See also Symons (this volume).
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So, in claiming that there is a causal dimension in any emergent process, even in

a simulation, I reject this line of argument. Instead I argue that there are causal
explanations in simulations that are given (and only given) by specifications of

anterior and posterior states. Indeed some properties of a cellular automaton at time

n ? 1 have as an only cause properties of cellular automaton at time n. To show it,

let’s call a1
n?1 the state of the first cell on line n ? 1. Let’s call A1

n a set of states

a1?m
n , m varying from 0 to p (p is defined by the rules) such that their outcome at

level n ? 1 is a1
n?1. Now, there are j other sets of states like A1

n such that the

outcome is still a1
n?1. So we can mark those sets of states: A1

n,k, k varying from to j.
The property Pn,1 is then defined: a CA is said to have property Pn,1 at step n iff it

exists k, 0 \ k \ j ? 1, such that it is in a set of states A1
n,k.

Now for any i, and the state of ai
n?1 at step n ? 1 we can define a set of states Ai

n,

j that all result in ai
n?1 and thus define the property Pn,i. And let’s define Q the

property of being in the state {a1
n?1

… ai
n?1

… am
n?1}, the property instantiated by the

CA at step n ? 1. Finally, we can say that the CA at step n has the property P iff it

has all the {Pn,i}. Then, if the CA had not been in a state P at step n it would not

have been in state Q at time n ? 1 : counterfactual dependence, hence causation. So

the only causal explanation of ‘‘being in state Q at n ? 1’’ is ‘‘being in state P at n’’.

In computer simulations like cellular automata there are therefore causal relations

between sets of states at various steps. Therefore statements about computational

incompressibility, as statements about correlations between states and other states in

a simulation, will-implicitly be related to statements about causal explanation. So

there is a causal dimension of emergence for which the measurement approach

alone cannot account. I aim now at explicating it, and then showing its relation to

the measurement criterion (Fig. 3).

How then, should we conceive of this particular causal structure embedded in

emergence processes? I will claim here that some specific features of causal
explanation are involved as soon as we talk of emergence, even when we pick out

emergence through the computational criterion of incompressibility.

Let us make a comparison between two kinds of intelligibility, the first one

frequently used in classical science and the second one used mostly in the

inchoative science of complex systems and their simulations. Think of two soldiers

who want to throw their cannon ball as far as possible. They can write Galileo’s

equation for falling bodies, and then find the maximum of the function. So from the

expected final state and the global law which applies to each aspect of the system

Cellular automaton at step n:       a1
n
 , a2

n
 …..  a1+p

n
 ,  a2+p

n
   ………………….. 

Property P at Step n   A1
n, j   A2

n, j………….. 

Property Q at Step n+1:   a1
n+1  a2

n+1 …………….. 

Fig. 3 Causation as counterfactual dependence between steps in CAs
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we derive the solution, which is a 45� angle from the floor; this can be termed a

Global Backward approach. Optimization problems in the framework of classical

mechanics are pieces of Global Backward understanding.

On the other hand, what is achieved by the Genetic Algorithms method is the exact

opposite, a sort of Local Forward approach.24 We are applying only local rules, and, in

a kind of ‘‘forward expectation’’, we let the outcome appear step by step. It is the same

thing if the GAs are used to evolve CAs in order to produce the outcome (Crutchfield

et al. 1993; Das et al. 1994). And, generally speaking, any CA as such proceeds in this

way, in the sense that there is no immediately available description of the system in

general at each moment, and no general law that describes the transition, from one step

to another, of the system as a whole. In the forward local approach, a local state Am
n (a

set of cells, included in An, the whole state of the CA) of the system causes a following

local state Am
n?1, (incl. in An?1), but we do not use a global law that would rule the

relation between any An and any An?1 (Fig. 4).

In the case of a cellular automata for instance, we do not easily have a global law

that would causally explain the transition from any global state An to any general

state An?1. While state An is such that the transition to state An?1 is deterministic,

since the behaviour of all cells an i is determined by local rules which can then give

us all the states of cells an?1 i, there is usually no general rule which explains as a

whole the transition from An (all the (an i) as a whole) to An?1 (all the (an?1 i) etc.),

and which is valid for any An and An?1. In the terms of Rasmussen and Barrett

(1995), the relation between An and An?1 is not explicitly ‘‘encoded’’. They

distinguish the level of the rules linking elements (rules being encoded) from the

higher level that takes into account all those elements as a whole. A simulation

‘‘generates relations that are not explicitly encoded’’. They recognize that

emergence occurs where the level L2 can not be described at the level L1, whereas

simulating the behaviour at L1 lets regularities emerge and be stated at L2. ‘‘Since

we assume that the system cannot a priori be described at level L2 but that it can be

described at level L1 the dynamics at level L2 can be generated by simulating the

interactions of the objects S1……Sn at level L1. In other words: by simulating the

interactions of Si
1 at level L1 the phenomena and relations at level L2 will emerge’’.

Now, those Local Forward and Global Backward approaches are not exclusive; in

some contexts and regarding some issues they often can go together. If there is a

A ..………………… A n
m………………………………………….. 

A ………………………… B n+1
m…….. ………………… 

A ..… C n+i
m ……………………………………………. 

Fig. 4 The local forward approach in general

24 The usual Top–down and Bottom–up terms are not used here because my interest is in the causal

process embedded in the phenomenon, not the kind of explanation. Of course, convergence of genetic

algorithms hangs on mathematical structures, recently illuminated by some results reached in the

framework of the Freydlin Wentzell theorem (Cerf 1998). Hence, it may seem illegitimate to speak here

of causation—one could claim that everything here takes place in mathematics, with no causation. But the

same argument would contest that there is causality in physics since mathematical physics exists, which is

absurd.
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general law of the system that sustains a Global Backward approach, we can deduce

local rules, and then proceed according to a Local Forward approach. For instance,

in the cannonball case, note that at each step of the trajectory we can compute the

next step by applying Galileo’s law, and then get a variety of final states and

compare them. The same law thus applies in the Backward Global description, and

at each step of the Local Forward computation. That is why the Global Backward

and the Local Forward approach match, i.e. there is a kind of correspondence

between the two, in the sense that you can deduce each one from the other. The

same optimization of the trajectory results from both approaches. Causal

explanation can be sustained in both ways. Any anterior state An of the system

causes a posterior state An?i according to a rule which is always the same and is the

global law of the system.

However, this matching between the two approaches does not always occur. And

when it fails, we are likely to meet what we would usually call a case of

emergence—which provides what one could term a ‘‘non-matching criterion’’ of

emergence. In effect, suppose that we have a phenomenon that fulfils the

measurement (incompressibility) criterion of emergence. Briefly said: if there is

no algorithm shorter than the process to compute the arising of a new state of the

system, then we cannot have a simpler determination of the process by what would
be a global law of the system. Therefore, there is no possible mapping between

Global Backward and Local Forward approaches. But reciprocally, suppose that

such a mapping between Global Backward and Local Forward descriptions does not
occur. Hence, it means that one can not compute a given state (at step n) otherwise

than by the Local Forward approach, since there is no global law. So the only way

of getting the final state is to run the process. The two characterizations of

emergence, the computational criterion of incompressibility and the causal criterion

of non-matching, together identically pick out emergent processes.

In genetic algorithms, this failure of the matching between approaches is obvious

from the fact that the very specification of the expected outcome can not necessarily

provide a grasp on the global transition between two steps of the system; yet when the

fitness function is fixed there might be this matching, and therefore no emergence. In

the case of cellular automata, the difficulty of providing the local rules from the

expected pattern that we wish to produce is evidence for the frequency of such a

failure.25 If we wish for a cellular automaton that produces a specific outcome we

might generate it through a genetic algorithm bearing on cellular automata and taking,

as ‘‘genes’’, its strings and rules, as developed by Crutchfield and his collaborators

(Crutchfield et al. 1993). This fact is also an argument in the same sense.

So what means this failure of a matching between two kinds of causal

explanations? It characterizes the causal structure of emergence, in the sense that

the causal relation between two successive states of the system (An
i and An?1

i for all

the i) can never be traced back to a general law of this system (i.e. for all An)—even

if a description at a global level can be given independently (for example, a

25 However, there exists some CA such that the Local Forward approach yields a Global Backward

approach: think of a rule such that ‘‘if next neighbour is white then black, if black then white’’, and an

initial state with all the odd cells white and all the even cells black. In this case for any n you can directly

get the global state of the CA.
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specification of the expected outcome of a simulation26). For a CA, we can go from

an
j (with j varying from i ? p to i - p, p being defined by the rules of the CA) to

an?1
i , but in general we can not go in a lawlike way from An (the set of states of an

j )

to An?1, and still less from any n to An (Fig. 5). This might be another way to view

the failure of aggregativity (Wimsatt 1997, 2007)—since any aggregative system is

such that we go from local to global quite continuously, and that we might get an

overarching law for explaining this process. However the present view is centred on

the causation aspect.

Adaptation, Selection and the Algorithms

Thus we have two characterizations of emergence, a measurement (or computa-

tional) one and a causal one, which have proven to be entangled. Their

entanglement will provide a clue to understand the relationship between compu-

tational criteria of emergence and adaptation. I claim in this paragraph that by

elaborating on the aspect of causal explanation proper to emergent processes in

algorithmic simulations, we can uncover the reason why dealing with emergent

items entails dealing with adaptation.

Indeed, when you have emergence in the sense of those criteria, it entails this: no

matter how, according to some general rule or not, step after step, an effect is

produced, what is explanatorily relevant is the fact that, locally, such and such

An Aj-p
n……….. Aj

n…… Aj+P
n………..

An+1  Aj
n+1….

Fig. 5 Local forward progress non-matching global backward in CAs

Xn Cj-p
n……….. Cj

n…… Cj+P
n………..

Xn+1  Cj-q
n+1..|C

j
n+1..| C

j+q
n+1..

Xn+2  Cj
n+2

X’n C’j-p
n………… C’j

n…… ’C
j+P

n…

X’n+1  Cj-q
n+1| C’j

n+1=  C
j
n+1 | C

j+q
n+1

X’n+2  C’j
n+2=Cj

n+2

Fig. 6 From n ? 1 on, Xm = Xm
0, in a given CA (q \ p)

26 Once again, emergence so characterized does not entail unpredictability. Batterman (2002) also

weakens the classical requirements of emergence.
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intermediary effects are to be produced at every step. Take a Cellular Automaton: at

level n, all the sets of cells Cn
j (j - p \ j \ j ? p, p depending on the definition of

the rules) that result in the same state of the class of cells Cn?1
j (j varying from 0 to

m, m arbitrary large) are equivalent, since from step n ? 1 on, the two CA will

behave exactly in the same way. Since the causal explanation of the transition from

global state Xn (a set of Cn
i ) to global state Xn?1 is independent from the causal

explanation of the transition from global state Xn?1 to global state Xn?2, two

different states Xn and Xn

0
, provided that they have the same outcome Xn?1, would

converge on the same Xn?2. Xn and Xn

0
count only on the basis of their outcome Xn?1

(Fig. 6). What matters at each step for the continuation of the simulation are the

effects of the Cn
j , with no respect to the way they are produced, e. g. to their being

covered by a global law. In this sense causation here is determined by the local

effects of the system at each stage, independently of any global characterization.

For a Genetic Algorithm, it is clear that Xn and Xn

0
count only on the basis of their

outcome Xn?1, since they will be compared and retained on the basis of the fitness of

Xn?1 (however defined is the fitness function). To this regard CAs and GAs,

notwithstanding all their differences, share a common causal schema, that we might

call ‘‘effect-sensitive process’’.
Yet an effect-sensitive process, blind to anterior causes, is exactly what is known

by biologists as natural selection.27 Under natural selection a trait is always selected
for its effects, generally compared in terms of differential reproduction. Moreover,

when a Global Backward approach is not matched by a Local Forward approach, it

means that causation is irreducibly context dependant at each local part of the

systems, since we can not put together all the local sequences in a same universal

law. This meets exactly the status of the process of natural selection, which is

absolutely context-dependent in the sense that the parameters of its action are

always local, i.e. environment-dependent and time-dependent. Consequently,

processes capable of satisfying the computational criterion of emergence (which

is connected to the causal criterion above described) seem to belong to the same

class as natural selection processes, this class of ‘‘effect sensitive processes’’, of

which natural selection appears to be a special case characterized by the kinds of

heredity-replicability that it requires.28 However, in a Darwinian framework,

adaptation means nothing else than ‘‘item having been recruited through natural

selection’’ (Sober 1984; Williams 1966; Brandon 1996). Thereby, emergent items

(in the sense of the computational criterion) appear to be essentially described by

adaptation ascriptions (but the opposite is not necessarily the case, of course).

27 A similar claim is made by Corning (2002) who defends a concept of ontological emergence as

synergy: ‘‘in evolutionary processes, causation is iterative: effects are also causes. And this is equally true

of synergetic effects produced by emergent systems. In other words, emergence (as I have defined it) has

been the underlying cause of the evolution of emergent phenomena in biological evolution’’.
28 The connection between (what he calls ‘‘strong’’) emergence and selection is also made, although

differently, by Bar Yam through the idea of global constraints acting globally and indiscriminately on the

parts. (‘‘Selection is fundamental to both type 2 strong emergence and evolution’’, Bar Yam 2004, p. 23).
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Robustness and Cause

The Robustly Emergent

We now have a causal and a computational (or ‘‘measurement’’) criteria of

emergence, which allow us to understand a correlated use of the words

‘‘emergence’’ and ‘‘adaptation,’’ and which together can be applied to at least the

domain of algorithmic simulations. However, this remains very general and nothing

has been said about the restrictions of emergence talk in biology. I will now show

that, taken together, these criteria can legitimate the uses of ‘‘emergence’’ in the

biological works of evolutionary transitions reported previously, which will

reciprocally deepen the meaning of our concept of emergence.

However, now that we have the causal account of emergence in general,

developed in the previous sections, the rest of this section will argue that it is

possible to make sense of the robustness of the emergent, i.e. that introducing a

causal criterion of emergence enables us to refine this criterion in order to specify

what is robustly emergent so that we can account for the biological examples above

and justify our inclination to count them as emergent features.

Thus, if we take the causal criterion, what would it mean that novelty is robust?

Surely (this is not fully fleshed out, but a stronger characterization might be

possible) it means that since there is no match between Global Backward and Local

Forward approaches before the final state we consider, nonetheless once this final

state is reached some matching is possible. In other words, a specific character-

ization of the causal behaviour of the system as a whole—a kind of global rule—is

allowed. So if this novel matching obtains, we will say that the causal criterion of
robustness is fulfilled; otherwise, only the measurement-computational criterion

(and the merely causal criterion that goes with it) is fulfilled. We will then speak of

robust emergence. These notions also converge with Bechtel and Richardson’s

(1992) characterization of emergence in terms of parts-whole relations. They write

that emergence occurs in cases of ‘‘systems in which the parts do make distinctive

contributions, but in which the way the parts are put together imposes interesting

constraints on the actions of the independent parts and leads to unexpected

behaviours of the system as a whole’’ (p. 266). The idea of ‘‘interesting constraints’’

is captured, in my account, by the occurrence of a global rule specific to the

emergent phenomenon as soon as it has emerged. Our specification in terms of

Global Backward and Local Forward etc., by defining a causal criterion of

emergence relates this classical characterization of emergence in terms of parts-
whole on the one hand, to the computational-measurement criterion of emergence
on the other.29 In computer sciences, this new global rule that arises within an

emergent pattern and provides a Global Backward way to explain the features of the

simulation, is exemplified by Crutchfield and Hanson’s (1993, 1997) work on

‘‘computational mechanics’’. Their approach provides ways to identify patterns (e.g.

‘‘domains’’, ‘‘frontiers’’) that have an explanatory role in understanding and

29 The part-wholes account in general can be found in O’Connor (1994), Silberstein and Mc Greever

(1995), etc.
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predicting the global behaviour of a cellular automaton. When no such entities are

identifiable in the final state of an automaton that we consider, it appears chaotic30

and we have no ‘‘robustly emergent’’ (in my sense) pattern.

More precisely, at some point in the emergent processes (sensu the computational

criterion) we may witness a new kind of global rule that will allow global causal

explanations matching the Local Forward explanations. Indeed it will be a

counterfactual dependency between a series of state of cells YN (being the series of

(Xn, Xn?r), r defined in the rule) and, and a later series YN?1. Obvious examples are

the Gliders in game of life: we can explain their progression through local forward

approach, but we can also explain it in terms of counterfactual dependency between

positions of the glider sounding like ‘‘If G (glider extended from step n to n ? r)

had not been there at N then G would not have been here at N ? 1…’’ . Take also

the Langton-Sayama Loop (Sayama 1998): when the loop occurs, as a self

replicating entity,31 questions about some positions of the loop are most easily

answered by previous position of the series of state of automaton which define a

loop (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7 SDSR loop. a Having
emerged; b After several steps

30 See Shalizi et al. (2006), on CA with rule 22.
31 Langton’s loop is a CA that creates a loop; it has been improved into SDSR loop and Evoloop, which

self-replicates while dissipating its ‘‘ancestors’’. What is interesting here is that the self-replication is not

a feature of the building blocks (the cell in the automaton) but it somehow emerges during the process.
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I am neutral regarding how strongly causal this relation is, we can merely notice

counterfactual dependences. This global rule also guarantees that perturbations are

likely to be suppressed or integrated by the system as a whole, since those new

characteristics of causal behaviour imply a new parting between what is causally

relevant and details that should be neglected. In other words, perturbations appear as

noise as soon as the robust emergent item arises, which makes this item robust with

regard to those perturbations.32 Before robust emergence, any perturbation is a

causal interaction which has the same weight as all the other interactions; but after

robust emergence, since the perturbation is measured with respect to a system that

might behave as a whole under a global rule, the perturbation is likely to be of no

weight.33 This second criterion of causal robustness selects from items satisfying the

first dual criterion (computational incompressibility and causal unmatching). Some

random patterns might satisfy this first criterion, yet we surely would not want such

patterns to count as emergent.34 So the appearance of a global rule, after the

unmatching between Local Forward and Global Backward approaches, identifies

those states or patterns that are not random.35 This concern of misidentifying random

patterns as emergent in simulations was developed in this issue by Paul Humphreys.

The main idea when it comes to robustness here—which allows me to speak of

robust emergence in this context—is that the feature of stability of the emerging

pattern is sometimes self-enhanced. The idea of an arising global rule makes sense

of this property. The fact that patterns are stable is explained through the novel

global rule: if indeed there are counterfactual dependencies between series of states

it means that those series of states—the YNs—in order to count in those

dependencies, should persist and be identifiable or individualized.

Robust Emergence and Evolutionary Biology

The causal criterion of emergence—in terms of non-matching between Global

Backward and Local Forward approaches—thereby gives rise to a supplementary

causal criterion, which picks robustly emergent phenomena in terms of the arising

of a new global explanatory rule that fosters the emergent item. This robustness

criterion, defined in the algorithmic framework, is however meaningful for some

evolutionary phenomena: the new global rule may actually be seen as, in terms of

effect-sensitive processes, a novel regime of selection. To this extent, major

32 In terms of cellular automata one can easily verify what is at stake. There are two kinds of

perturbations: changing the state of a cell within a pattern, changing the states of cells around the pattern.

Some emerging patterns (the ones we call robustly emergent) are such that those two kinds of

perturbation don’t change anything. After some steps the CA behaves exactly as it used to do, still

displaying the same global regularity that qualified it as robustly emergent. For a study of the conditions

of stability of those patterns see Humphreys (this volume).
33 Robustness of the emergent level is guaranteed, here, in a way close to the ‘‘generative entrenchment’’

emphasized by Wimsatt and Schank (1988), in the sense that since an emergent novelty is used by the

system to build other features, its modification is likely to be very expensive, and then is not likely to

happen; novelty gets entrenched.
34 On refining the definition of computational emergence in order to avoid inclusion of random patterns,

see Huneman (2009).
35 Or chaotic as in CA 22 (Shalizi et al. 2006).
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evolutionary transitions, or new fitness units sensu Michod (1999), easily fall into

the class of robustly emergent phenomena.

In the previous biological examples of evolutionary transitions, robustness is

ensured by the fact that a new selective regime will enforce the emerging new

fitness unit. For example the existence of social organisms is sustained through a

kind of group selection, which arose with groups themselves (colonies of green

algae, social insects, etc.)36. If we agree that species are only to be found at a

secondary stage of the phylogenetic tree, after the arising of sexual reproduction,

and if we accept that species selection (which is a kind of Multi-Level Selection 2,

sensu Damuth and Heisler) might play a role in evolution (as people like Gould or

Rice (1995) contended37), it is plausible that here also the selective regime arising

with the new emerging level (species) contributes to the maintenance of this level. A

more recent argument is provided by Jaffe (2004), who established that among the

factors maintaining sex in species, selection bearing on gametes—that are of course

a direct product of the emergence of sex itself—is salient.38 More directly, Agrawal

(2001) established that among the factors accounting for the maintenance of sex—

which, as we know, entails a heavy cost as compared to sexual reproduction39—

sexual selection is principal and is of course brought about by sex itself. Thus, in the

algorithmic processes that we called effect-sensitive processes, (those which

embody a kind of selection and are capable of modelling natural selection) the

corresponding phenomenon would display new causal regularities that correlate to

novel selective regimes and enhance their maintenance.

Concerning evolutionary transitions precisely (though sexual reproduction would

count as one of them) there is a clear fulfilling of all the criteria of robust

emergence. First, they happen through multilevel selection, where two kinds of

36 Yet examples of robustness are not only a fact of evolutionary theory and new selective regimes. They

are pervasive in biochemistry and molecular biology. Laughlin et al. (2000) write about protein folding:

‘‘Even more pervasive is the observation of the non-uniqueness of the sequence that folds into a protein

with a particular structure, say that of myoglobin. This happens reliably for sequences that appear almost

randomly related to each other, so it would appear that small perturbations of the underlying system still

preserve myoglobiness, which could then be regarded as an emergent collective property’’. (33) Notice

that Laughlin, Pines et al.’s concept of ‘‘protection’’ comes close to our sense of ‘‘robustness’’.
37 See also examples in Keller (1999).
38 ‘‘The results of the tournaments show that the various proposed adaptive advantages of sex tested,

improve the performance of sex, vis-à-vis non-sexual alternatives. However, none of these features on

their own give a definite advantage over asexuality. Only when gamete selection mechanism is modelled,

such as spermatozoa selection, together with a selection mechanism of males, sex becomes indisputably

superior to no-sex. (…) The simulation results clearly show that not all the features proposed to favour the

emergence and/or maintenance of sex have the same weight in terms of their effect on the evolutionary

dynamics. Although all the features that had been reported to favour the maintenance of sex (…) they did

it in widely different degrees. The single most successful feature tested, favouring sex, was gamete

selection. An evolutionary advantage gamete selection may provide is the opportunity for selection to act

on haploid gametes, where single strings of alleles may be expressed without a shielding effect of the twin

alleles. This provides an opportunity for efficiently weeding out incompatible combination of alleles,

deleterious mutations, and other non-adaptive genetic features, prior to the production of costly organisms

that are then subjected to natural selection’’. (Jaffe 2004, p. 48) Those considerations lead the author to

say in conclusion that ‘‘our study strongly suggests that an important adaptive advantage of sexual

reproduction is the opening of new levels of selection’’ (p. 50).
39 Maynard-Smith (1978).
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selection—the first one is on individuals (resp. genes, cells, for example), the second

on collectives (resp. cells, organisms)—have opposite directions. There is indeed a

‘‘prime to defection’’, exemplified at the level of genic selection by the ‘‘segregation

distorters’’40 and other kinds of selfish genetic elements, or at the level of cell

selection by the cancer cells: both ‘‘do better’’ than the others by acting for the sake

of their own interest rather than the interest of the collective they belong to. The

‘‘evolutionary transitions’’ question is then to understand how this low-level

selection is superseded and what makes the prime to defection not powerful enough

to dismantle the collectives.

Two things have to be emphasized here, that are recurrent in all the specific

investigations concerning each transition. First, contrary to usual multi-level

selection (where at the level of group selection we find some kind of group), here

the collectives don’t exist from the beginning of the process, they are precisely

emerging during the transition. Second, if we consider selection on the low-level

entities in the beginning, there is no short-cut to compute the outcome, precisely

because there is a decrease of fitness: the highest fitness individuals don’t overcome

the other ones, else there would be no emergence of higher-level individuals as

stabilized collectives. In evolutionary theory, granted, some predictions can be

made because the fundamental theorem of natural selection by Fisher predicts a

maximization of mean fitness. However this is just not the case here, so we have no

shorter path to the end of the process than following all the steps. What indeed

accounts for this result, according to Michod and others41 is that some effects of the

population structure (like the fact that one high fitness variant is isolated among

others individuals, etc.) swamp the ordinary course of natural selection.

Then those population structure effects lead towards the formation of clusters of

individuals, which are a first step of the transition process because they become as a

whole the target of selection, in the first stages. They play the role of group selection

when there are no groups strictly speaking—because they counteract in a regular

way the increasing-fitness effect of selection (Michod 1999 formalized some of

those effects: cost of rarity, cost of commonness, etc.). A second step is therefore the

buffering of those clusters, i.e. the fact that they are prevented towards regressing

into a dismantled state (which is what we witness: cells, multicellularity, social life,

have not been lost during evolution, but once they emerged they are some sort of

presuppositions upon which evolution builds new forms). Such buffering is due to

one specific adaptation (at the level of the collective) that, once fixed, will act

against the prime to defection42: it is for example the membrane of the cell, which

40 Alleles whose only effect is to distort meiosis by some mechanism so that they after the meiosis more

represented than the alleles on the same or on the other chromosome; this is most of the time deleterious

for the organism.
41 Michod (1999), Michod and Roze (2001), Michod and Nedelcu (2003), Ferriere & Michod (1998).
42 ‘‘During the emergence of a new unit, population structure, local diffusion in space (Ferriere and

Michod) and self structuring in space (Boerlijst and Hogeweg) may facilitate the trend toward a higher

level of organization, culminating in an adaptation that legitimizes the new unit once and for all.

Examples of such adaptations include the cell membrane in the case of the transitions from genes to

groups of cooperating genes, or… the germ-line or self policing functions, in the case of the transitions

from cells to groups of cooperating cells, that is, multicellular organisms’’ (Michod 1999, p. 42).
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makes all the gene sharing the same fate vis-a-vis the cellular environment; it is the

bottleneck structure of the organisms’ development, namely the fact that they

develop from a single zygote, which makes all the cells genetically related and

hence sharing an interest. By establishing the collective (of genes, of cells, etc.) as

an individual such features improve the available adaptability because they make

possible new kind of adaptations, those that will evolve through natural selection at

the level of the collectives.43

Now we see that the very idea of evolutionary transition fits the form of robust

emergence as I described it here. There is no shortcut towards the result—hence, it

looks like weak emergence. Indeed, since population structure effects are the reason

why predictions based on fitness value of the (low-level) individuals fail, one has to

look at the details of this structure, hence at the local interactions, in order to explain

the process, which makes the analytical shortcuts unfeasible. Explanation here is

exactly a case of what Bedau (this volume) calls ‘‘crawling the causal web’’.

Eventually, at one point during the process collectives are somehow stabilized

and we can have a kind of selection at the level of collectives (instead of low-level

selection disturbed by population structure effects that lead to clusters of

individuals). This corresponds to the idea that robust emergence means the arising

of a new global rule. Here, this rule is precisely the new regime of selection, acting

on the collectives that become new units of fitness. In other words, the new selective

regime defined by the new fitness unit is precisely the new kind of causal

explanation that emerged. And precisely, the two kinds of explanation now match

for some lapse of time, as I said about Local Forward and Global Backward

explanation, since the new units of fitness, once emerged, will undergo a selection

that may often explain what happens at the level of the former units of fitness.44

Selection at the genic level, for example, often match selection at the level of

organisms, and the latter is easier to track—exactly like in the case of novel

regularities emerging at the level of series of states in CA above. Moreover, a reason

of this matching, if you think of organisms, is that the bottleneck imposed a shared

interest among cells. This means, lastly, that the buffering of the new units of fitness

implies the robustness of the new selective regime, in other words the new selective

regime enhances its own persistence. This is exactly the kind of robustness ascribed

above to emergence.

So the general sketch of evolutionary transitions in the sense of the basic levels of

the biological hierarchy of individuals corresponds quite well to the notion of robust

emergence sketched above : the computational criterion is satisfied, and then there is

a novel global rule arising which allows causal explanations at a higher level (that

is, the new selective regime), often likely to correspond in a regular way to the

43 Michod emphasizes that ‘‘conflict mediation’’ is a process that is pervasive and makes possible

adaptability at the new level. ‘‘During the origin of each new kind of individual, conflict mediation is a

necessary step, otherwise new adaptations at the new level cannot evolve, for there is no clearly

recognizable (by selection) unit, no individuality. The evolution of conflict mediation is necessary for

adaptation at the new level’’ (Michod 1999).
44 There is a huge debate nowadays about the status of multilevel selection and its specificity (see for

example Okasha 2006; Kerr and Godfrey-Smith 2002; West et al. 2007) however for the present purpose

my argument is not much changed by what side one takes in this discussion.
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previous kind of explanation (low level selection), thanks to the novel adaptation

that buffers the new collective individual. Such new selective regime is robust in the

sense that it enhances its own perpetuation (exactly like in the case of sex described

above): once we have new units of fitness, the features that buffer them against

being dismantled in lower level individuals (e.g. the cell membrane) are strongly

preserved by selection at their level. So here wee see how the arising causal regime

enhances its own maintenance, which I found typical of robust emergence.

Various Consequences

Thus emerging features in general are adapted, in the sense that, as we saw, they

have undergone a selection process. Yet there are some emergences in a more

restricted sense that can produce a new kind of adaptation. In evolutionary

transitions, the specific feature buffering the new level of individuality is not exactly

an adaptation—id est naturally selected trait of existing individuals—but is the

origin of new kind of adaptations. Thus, if we still want to talk of emergence when

we find adaptation, we must indeed distinguish between adaptive emergence and

emergence of new kinds of adaptations. Formally speaking, this legitimates the

aforementioned distinction made by Muller and Newman (2005) from the viewpoint

of developmental evolutionary biology.

If we want to generalize what was argued for here, the theoretical interplay

between computer sciences and evolutionary biology could be seen as an

investigation of various modes of emergence in biology. Exemplarily, Watson

(2005) termed ‘‘computational evolution’’ a process that adds to ordinary natural

selection some algorithmic operations inspired by the biological processes of sexual

reproduction and, above all, symbiosis. The process named encapsulation,

essentially provides way to create non-gradual evolution, which displays novelties

that would not be feasibly obtainable in ordinary gradual evolution, the type of

evolution which is typically embodied in usual genetic algorithms. This compo-

sitional evolution displays discontinuous arising of novelties—for example,

mitochondria, which emerged as a whole by incorporating symbiotic bacteria.

The distinction made here between adaptive emergence (fulfilling the first causal

criterion) and robust emergence (fulfilling also the robust-emergence criterion, and

exemplified by new fitness units) might to some extent correspond to the distinction

between gradual and compositional evolution.45

Thus we have two criteria of emergence, the measurement criterion and the

causal criterion; while they are correlated, the causal criterion is subdivided into the

simply causal criterion—which picks out adaptation as emergent phenomena, as we

saw—and the causal-robustness criterion.46 Hence, only the causal approach

provides a way to specify a second criterion for emergence that captures the

45 See Huneman (forthcoming) for an investigation of the connection between compositional evolution in

computer sciences and issues in evolutionary biology.
46 Note that, contrary to the measurement criterion, the causal criterion seems less neutral regarding what

is primo sensu emerging. In effect, if we show that properties (or events, or facts) are the relata of causal

relations, then this category will be the emergent in proper sense (for example Humphreys (2004) holds

properties for being those causal relata; thereby what is emergent for him must be, above all, properties).
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robustness of the phenomenon, and that also relates the computational concept of
emergence to emergence in the sense of a part-whole approach, sensu Bechtel and

Richardson (1992) or Wimsatt (1997, 2007). It restricts ‘‘emergence’’ to a subclass

of the phenomena or properties that satisfy the measurement criterion. This is in line

with Batterman’s interpretation of emergence as cases of asymptotic reasoning at

the singular limit of two theories (2002). In effect, he argues that rather than

speaking of novel causal powers conferred by emergence, we should talk of new

theoretical frameworks that are arising to account for the phenomenon. The criterion

of the non-occurrence of a matching between Global Backward and Local Forward

approaches, together with the resultant occurring of a global rule, similarly avoids

the pitfalls of novel causal powers (and hence downward causation), while

accounting for robustness of emergence by emphasizing some specific features of

(causal) explanation.

These considerations imply that the clear-cut division between epistemological

and ontological emergence should not be taken for granted: what is captured by the

computational criterion is not necessarily epistemological emergence, simply

because it goes hand in hand with a causal criterion, and ontological emergence is

supposed to be a matter of novel causal power. Hence the most significant

distinction is not between ontological and epistemological emergence but between

the two kinds, or grades, of causal criteria of emergence that I distinguished above.

However, it is worth emphasizing that we were using a very weak sense of

causation, namely mere counterfactual dependence. One may ask for a more

substantial sense of cause which cannot be found in simulations because there are no

true causal processes (the actual ones run in the hardware). Yet, the case of

algorithmic simulations as treated here might lead one to think that there is no

conceivable emergence without causation; and to this extent the conclusions of an

investigation of emergence in simulations do apply to emergence in the actual world

where the question of emergence is related to actual causation. The advantage of

supplementing the computational criterion of weak emergence (incompressibility)

with the causal consideration appears first to enable us to make sense of the

connection between emergent states and the concept of adaptation, and second to

allow us to account for emergence in evolutionary biology (as robust emergence

fostered by novel selective regimes).

Conclusion

This article claims that weak causal criteria have to be added to the computational

incompressibility criterion inherent in weak emergence. There are several ramifi-

cations of this claim: in particular, the relationship of adaptation and emergence can

be made more precise, and the connection that intuitively links computer

simulations and complexity sciences with biology can be conceptually captured.

If we consider the causal dimension, we have two criteria for emergence; the

fulfilment of the second one, robustness, restricts the class of candidates for being

emergent properties, processes or states. Then, robust emergence corresponds to

what is often intuitively considered in biology as emergent, under the names of
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innovations, evolutionary transitions, and so on; yet it constitutes a criterion to

identify within the classes of novelties and key innovations what genuinely emerges.

Thereby, those differences within emergence might correspond to differences

between ‘‘usual’’ adaptation, which involves no discontinuity—and above all no

decrease of fitness-, and genuine emergence of evolutionary novelties, which might

involve the temporary decrease of fitness, especially in the case of the emergence of

new units of fitness (Michod 1999). Lines drawn between kinds of adaptation in

biology, in the end, correspond to differences between kinds of emergence that

might be conceptually distinguished in the framework of complex systems and their

algorithmic simulations.
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